YOUR DONATIONS STAY LOCAL WHEN YOU GIVE WHERE YOU LIVE!
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$2,310,256 has been invested in Koochiching County through local United Way giving and support since 2001.

YOUR contributions stay LOCAL!

2019 UWNEMN PROGRAMS IN KOOCHICHHING COUNTY

COMFORTS OF HOME

Minnesota retailers donate their unsold products throughout the year to the United Way of Northeastern Minnesota. The products are available to Koochiching County residents in crisis at no cost. Case workers can make appointments for clients on the UWNEMN web site!

BUDDY BACKPACKS

A weekend meal program that provides a backpack filled with nutritious, non-perishable, child-friendly food items to food-insecure children. Buddy Backpacks served 150 Koochiching County children during the 2018-2019 school year in International Falls, Indus, Littlefork-Big Falls and Northome Schools, along with KOOTASCA Head Start!

IMAGINATION LIBRARY

36,000 books have been distributed to children in Koochiching County. Sign your child up today on the UWNEMN web site!

SMILES UNITED

A preventive and restorative dental program that provides dental care to children who are under-insured or uninsured in school - and in the UWNEMN building in Chisholm during the summer! Last year, 73 children were served in Koochiching County.

UNITED FOR VETERANS

UWNEMN veterans' crisis funds, Military Connections Guide, veterans' retreats, and other veterans' support services are available to Koochiching County veterans at no cost!

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ANY OF THESE PROGRAMS, VISIT WWW.UNITEDWAYEMN.ORG!